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Chapter 1 
Introduction



Introduction
You can create and configure web shops in the workspace [Web shop editor]. You can create
themes for the web shops in the workspace [Theme editor]. You can assign a theme to a web
shop in the workspace [Configuration].

Introduction
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Specification of the layout

Introduction

You can create themes for your web shops. Each theme consists of a layout, a skin and a number
of widgets. This topic describes the specification of the layout.

Area of the web shop

The area of the web shop can consist of a left and right area, center area, and a header and
footer. The entire area is split in 12 columns using the bootstrap grid system which is part of CSS.
For more information, see http://getbootstrap.com/css/#grid.

Bootstrap allows scaling for mobile devices. Bootstrap includes a responsive, mobile first fluid
grid system that appropriately scales up to 12 columns as the device or viewport size increases.
For more information, see http://getbootstrap.com/css/#grid-example-basic.

Correct display of content

Left-click content in the area to open the configuration box. The available configuration items
depend on the selected content. The configuration box also contains the option [Custom CSS
settings]. You can configure the [Custom CSS settings] when content is not displayed correctly.
When you edit the [Custom CSS settings], you configure the style sheet directly. When you
change a setting in the configuration box, the concerning setting in the style sheet receives this
value.

NOTE
You have to test your web shop for the expected display resolutions of your customers.

Logo image in the header

The logo image is displayed in the header with a default width of 4 columns.

Large and medium devices

Large devices: large desktops, 1200 pixels and up.

Medium devices: desktops, 992 pixels and up.

Layout Number of column

Left: 2 columns
Right: 0 columns
Center: 10 columns

Left: 2 columns
Right: 2 columns
Center: 8 columns 4

Specification of the layout
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Layout Number of column

Left: 0 columns
Right: 2 columns
Center: 10 columns

Left: 0 columns
Right: 0 columns
Center: 12 columns

Small devices

Small devices: tablets, 768 pixels and up

Layout Number of column

Left: 1 column
Right: 0 columns
Center: 11 columns

Left: 1 column
Right: 1 column
Center: 10 columns

Left: 0 columns
Right: 1 column
Center: 11 columns

Left: 0 columns
Right: 0 columns
Center: 12 columns

Extra small devices

Extra small devices: phones, less than 768 pixels
• A fixed layout.
• The height of the header is 48 pixels.
• The height of the footer is 48 pixels.
• No left and right columns.
• The width of the center area depends on the device. For example, the width is:

• 375 pixels on an Apple iPhone 6
• 412 pixels on a Motorola Nexus 6

Specification of the layout
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Specification of the layout
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Create a theme

Introduction

You can create themes for your web shops. Each theme consists of a layout, a skin and a number
of widgets.

Procedure

1. Click the plus icon to add a theme.
2. Type a name for the theme. You can use the characters: 'a - z', 'A - Z', '0 - 9', '_' . Spaces are not

allowed. The name must be unique. You can change the name of the theme afterwards.
3. Choose your layout. See Specification of the layout on page 10
4. Choose your skin.

You can configure the font and the colors of the skin when the [Appearance & content] option is
selected.
• Option [Column width in Web Submission]:

[Web Submission]displays a list of orders. Use this option to define the width of each column
in this list.

5. Use the available widgets.
• You can drag and drop the widgets into the layout of the web shop. You can drag the widgets

to the desired positions. You have to use the mandatory widgets, else you cannot save the
theme. The mandatory widgets are colored red.
Click the delete icon of the widget to delete the widget from the layout of the web shop. The
icon appears when you hover the mouse pointer over a widget. The widget becomes available
in section [Available widgets].

• Each widget can contain several elements. Each element appears as a dashed line when you
hover the mouse pointer over the widget.

• You can configure each element or widget. Left-click an element or widget to open the
configuration box. The available configuration items depend on the selected element or
widget. The configuration box also contains the option [Custom CSS settings]. You can edit the
[Custom CSS settings] to configure the style sheet directly. When you change a setting in the
configuration box, the corresponding setting in the style sheet receives this value.

6. Click [Preview].
A browser windows opens displaying the theme of the web shop.

NOTE
The preview uses fake products in the web shop and promotion box.

7. Click [Save].
You have to use the mandatory widgets, else you cannot save the theme.

Create a theme
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Assign a theme to a web shop

Introduction

You can create and configure web shops in the workspace [Web shop editor]. You can create
themes for the web shops in the workspace [Theme editor]. You can assign a theme to a web
shop in the workspace [Configuration].

Procedure

1. Go to workspace [Configuration].
2. Click [Web shop settings] - <web shop> - [Layout settings].
3. Option [Theme:]

Assign a theme to the web shop.

Assign a theme to a web shop
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Delete a theme

Procedure

1. Click the delete icon of the theme. The icon appears when you hover the mouse pointer over a
theme.

NOTE
A theme that is assigned to a web shop cannot be deleted. The default theme cannot
be deleted.

2. The theme is deleted permanently when you confirm that you want to delete the theme.

Delete a theme
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Export themes

Introduction

The exported themes are stored in a zip file. The zip file is stored in the [Downloads] folder of
your computer.

Procedure

1. You can export the themes.
• Click [Export themes] - [Export themes] to export all themes.
• Click [Export themes] - [Export current theme] to export the currently selected theme.

You cannot export the default theme.

The exported themes are stored in a zip file. The zip file is stored in the [Downloads] folder of
your computer.

Import themes

Procedure

1. You can import the themes. Click [Import themes].
2. Browse to the folder where the zip file is located. The exported themes are stored in a zip file. The

zip file is stored in the [Downloads] folder of your computer.
3. Click [Open].

The themes are being uploaded to the server and they become available in the [Theme editor].
4. Refresh the web page when the themes are not visible after import.

Export themes
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